Afferent Input Regulates the Formation of Distal Dendritic Branches
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ABSTRACT
During postembryonic development, the dendritic arbors of neurons grow to accommodate new incoming synaptic inputs. Our goal was to examine which features of dendritic architecture of postsynaptic interneurons are regulated by these synaptic inputs. To address this question, we took advantage of the cockroach cercal system where the morphology of the sensory giant interneurons (GIs) is uniquely identified and, therefore, amenable to quantitative analysis. We analyzed the three-dimensional architecture of chronically deafferented vs. normally developed dendritic trees of a specific identified GI, namely GI2. GI2 shows five prominent dendrites, four of which were significantly altered after deafferentation. Deafferentation induced an average of 55% decrease in metric measures (number of branch points, total length, and total surface area) on the entire dendritic tree. Sholl and branch order analysis showed a decrease in the most distal and higher order branches. We suggest that afferent input plays a specific role in shaping the morphology of dendritic trees by regulating the formation or maintenance of high-order distal branches. J. Comp. Neurol. 452: 1–10, 2002. © 2002 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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Dendritic architecture plays a crucial role in determining connectivity patterns within neural networks. In addition, the architecture of dendritic trees modulates the basic biophysical properties (Rall et al., 1992; Koch and Segev, 2000) and the firing patterns (Mainen and Sejnowski, 1996; Vetter et al., 2001) of neurons. In vivo imaging shows that development of dendritic trees is a highly dynamic process of membrane expansion and retraction (Cline, 1999, 2001). A major issue in neuronal development is to determine how the maturation of dendritic trees is regulated by both intrinsic and extrinsic signals. Several molecular and cellular elements, such as intracellular proteins, extracellular trophic factors, and synaptic activity, have been suggested to play a role in dendritic morphogenesis (Acebes and Ferrus, 2000; Cline, 2001; Scott and Luo, 2001). Afferent innervation from presynaptic neurons to dendrites has direct consequences for the establishment of the mature morphology of dendritic trees as well (Gray et al., 1982; Smith et al., 1983; Deitch and Rubel, 1984). The goal of this work was to characterize quantitatively the morphologic effects of sensory deprivation on the dendritic arborizations of central neurons. Specifically, we aimed to determine which features of mature dendritic architecture are altered after long-term deafferentation. We analyzed the three-dimensional (3D) architecture of chronically deafferented vs. normally developed dendritic trees of a specific identified giant interneuron (GI) in the cercal system of the cockroach.

The cercal system serves as a good model for deafferentation studies because it has been characterized from early embryonic stages through adulthood (Daley et al., 1981; Blagburn and Beadle, 1982, 1984; Daley and Camhi, 1988; Blagburn and Thompson, 1990; Hamon et al., 1994; Blagburn et al., 1996). The cercal system consists of a relatively small number of pre- and postsynaptic neurons, which can be identified unequivocally (Daley et al., 1981; Camhi, 1984; Hamon et al., 1994). Wind receptors located on posterior sense organs called cerci provide the major
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sensory input to three pairs of bilateral GIs in the sixth, or last, abdominal ganglion (Camhi, 1984). The sensory neurons of each cercus project to the last abdominal ganglion and terminate in the ipsilateral portion of the neuropile. There they establish contact with the major dendritic arborizations ipsilateral to the axon of the GI (Fig. 1A). Each GI sends its large axon through the nerve cord and reaches the locomotory centers in the three thoracic ganglia where it excites specific thoracic interneurons, which in turn excite leg motor neurons (Ritzmann, 1984). When the GIs are already differentiated at late embryonic stages, only two sensory neurons are present on each cercus of the first instar larval stage (Bugnion, 1921; Dagan and Volman, 1982). During postembryonic development, after each consecutive molt, new filiform hairs are added to the cerci. Thus, on each cercus, the number of sensory neurons increases from two hairs in the first instar to 220 in the adult cockroach. In parallel, the dendritic trees of the GIs grow in size to accommodate the new incoming synaptic inputs. One mechanism by which the GIs grow to accommodate additional inputs involves synaptic re-organization (Chiba et al., 1988). In that respect, the architecture of the GIs matures in such a way as to preserve their electrotonic properties (Hill et al., 1994).

Given that the GIs develop in conjunction with increasing numbers of sensory neurons and because the morphology of their dendrites is inherently identified, we addressed the following question: Which specific structural features of the dendritic tree are controlled by the input from sensory afferents? Our approach was to amputate a single cercus throughout postembryonic development and analyze quantitatively the dendritic morphology of a specific GI in the adult. Because the normal connectivity pattern of the cercal-to-GI system is dominated by ipsilateral synapses (Daley and Camhi, 1988; Hamon et al., 1994), deafferentation will dramatically affect the synaptic input to the ipsilateral dendritic tree. In the cricket cercal system, this deafferentation of the GIs result in 40% reduction in the length of the main dendritic tree of the deafferented GI (Murphey et al., 1975). Given the recent advances in staining, 3D reconstruction, and morphologic analysis (Mizrahi et al., 2000) we carried out deafferentation of the cockroach cercal system to obtain detailed information and evaluate quantitatively the morphologic effects of deafferentation on dendritic geometry.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Animals

Male and female cockroaches (Periplaneta americana) from the laboratory colony were used for this experiment. Egg cases were collected from female cockroaches, maintained in humid vials, and inspected daily until hatching. Hatchlings were collected, cool anaesthetized, and a single cercus was amputated under the microscope with sharp forceps. Herein after, cockroaches were raised in small plastic cages, kept at 27–32°C, and provided with water and cat chow, ad libitum. Because cockroaches develop a new cercal stump after each molt, they were inspected weekly for molting. Upon molting, animals were cool anes-thetized and the newly developed cercal stump was am-putated. Thus, animals were chronically deprived of a single cercus throughout their entire postembryonic life. Animals that reached adulthood were used for staining an individual GI.

Staining, reconstruction, and alignment

The GI staining, 3D reconstructions, and alignment are described in detail in Mizrahi et al. (2000). Briefly, freshly molted adults (within the first week after the molt) were cool anaesthetized (2°C) and pinned dorsal side up on a wax platform, and the ventral nerve cord was exposed. GI2 was impaled either in the axon (between the A5–A6 connectives) or in the soma with a glass microelectrode (tip resistance 20–40 MΩ) and filled with 2% Neurobiotin in 1 M KCl for 30–60 minutes, followed by a diffusion period of 1 hour. The abdominal nerve cord was fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in Millonig’s buffer (MB), pH 7.4, dehydrated, transferred to propylene oxide and then rehydrated into MB. The ganglion was then incubated in collagenase/Dispase (1 mg/ml) in MB at 37°C for 1 hour and incubated overnight in avidin-conjugated horseradish-peroxidase (Vectastain Elite ABC-kit) diluted in tritontated MB. Subsequently, the tissue was processed with diaminobenzidine and mounted in Permount medium. Each neuron was visualized through a BH-2 Olympus microscope with an immersion oil lens (100×; NA-0.8; working distance, 0.66 mm). Neurons were reconstructed in 3D by using Neurolu-cida (Microbrightfield, Ltd). Only neurons filled to the tip of the finest distal dendrites were reconstructed. We also reconstructed the fiducials of the ganglion, which house the GIs for GI alignment as described below. Control GI2s (n = 10) are neurons from our morphologic database (Mizrahi et al., 2000).

Alignment and scaling

The alignment of the GIs was done in two steps using the NeuroLucida software. First, all the GIs were rotated based on a method described by Jacobs and Nevin (1991). Briefly, the fiducials of each ganglion containing a stained neuron were reconstructed at low magnification (20×). Because the ganglion has an elliptic shape, we were able to calculate the three axes from these fiducials (left/right, X axis; anterior/posterior, Y axis; ventral/dorsal, Z axis). Each reconstruction was rotated independently based on these three axes into a straight (parallel) axial set.

Second, each GI shows a common morphologic feature, which is the junction between the link segment, the axon, and the main dendritic tree. We refer to this feature as the alignment node (AN). All GIs were aligned at their AN (Mizrahi et al., 2000).

Morphometric analysis

GIs were examined quantitatively by measuring morphometric parameters such as number of branch points, total dendritic length, and total dendritic surface area. Segment analysis was used to assess branch order distribution. All the above parameters were calculated by using Neuroexplorer (Microbrightfield, Inc.).

We combined Sholl and branch order analysis to examine the changes in the branching pattern of GI2 as a result of deafferentation. The Sholl analysis measures the occurrence of a given metric parameter between two consecutive spherical shells (Sholl, 1953). All neurons were aligned to the node between the axon and the dendritic tree and concentric spheres, spaced 20 microns apart, were centered at this alignment node. The number of branch points within each sphere was measured in deaff-erented and control dendritic trees. To evaluate whether spatial or topologic parameters were affected by the ab-
sence of afferent input, we also constructed dendrograms and calculated the frequency distribution of the number of dendritic branches as a function of branch order in deafferented and control dendritic trees. To evaluate changes in tree topology, we used the measure of tree asymmetry (van Pelt et al., 1992). Tree asymmetry is the mean value of partition asymmetries in the tree. The asymmetry value equals zero when at each bifurcation the two subtrees in the pair have an equal number of terminal segments (maximal symmetry). It approaches value one when one of the two subtrees consists of one terminal segment (maximal asymmetry).

Statistical analysis
For the analysis of morphologic differences we used a Student t test or analysis of variance (ANOVA). Significance was accepted at $P < 0.05$.

The photomicrographs shown in Figure 2A were taken through a compound light microscope (Olympus BH2) equipped with integrated computerized control of digital camera using a 10× objective. Optical sections were acquired at 5-μm steps and were collapsed as a projection image, and compensated for brightness and contrast by using IPLab Spectrum software.

RESULTS
Postembryonic development of Periplaneta americana (from hatching to adult) lasts 10–12 months. We collected female and male hatchlings and chronically amputated a single cercus throughout postembryonic development. We then compared the dendritic morphology of deafferented vs. control GI2s in freshly molted adult animals.

A projection image of a 3D reconstructed GI2 from a freshly molted control adult cockroach is shown in Figure 1B. Morphologically, GI2 can be identified based on its characteristic dendritic geometry and the position of the soma within the neuropile (see also Daley et al., 1981). Furthermore, GI2 has five major identified dendritic trees (Fig. 1C). These five dendrites radiate from the dendritic root in different XY and Z planes. Thus, based on 3D information, the five dendritic trees were identified in all 10 control GI2s from the database. We analyzed the dendritic trees both as whole trees and as individual dendrites.

Deafferentation decreases dendritic tree size
Deafferented dendritic trees appear considerably smaller than the controls. The effect of deafferentation is illustrated in Figure 2A with a representative example of double staining of a pair of GI2s from a control and a deafferented animal. Three reconstructed examples of control and deafferented GI2s are shown in Figure 2B and 2C, respectively. Quantitative morphometric analysis reveals that the number of branch points, total length, and total surface area significantly decreases ($t$ test, $P < 0.01$ for all parameters) by 42%, 50%, and 51%, respectively (Fig. 3A). Although there is a prominent decrease in dendritic size, the main architectural features are conserved and all cells are readily identified as GI2.

To study whether deafferentation equally affected all five identified dendrites of GI2, we also carried out a morphometric analysis for each individual dendritic tree. Analysis of the number of branch points, total length, and total surface area revealed that dendrites number 2 and 4 were most affected by deafferentation and dendrites number 1 and 5 were affected by deafferentation but to a lesser extent (Fig. 3B). By contrast, dendrite number 3 seems to be unaffected by chronic deafferentation as all three metric parameters were not significantly changed (Fig. 3B).

Sensory input promotes the formation or maintenance of distal branches
Subsequently, we wished to explore which specific morphologic features of the dendritic tree were affected by
Fig. 2. The architecture of dendritic trees of deafferented GI2s.
A: Photomicrographs of double staining of left and right GI2s from a control and a deafferented animal (left and right, respectively). Arrow points to the deafferented dendritic tree. B: Three examples of reconstructed dendritic trees of control GI2s. C: Three examples of reconstructed dendritic trees of deafferented GI2s. Scale bars = 100 microns in A, 100 microns in B (applies to B,C).
deafferentation. For this, we first aligned the trees at the center and analyzed their gross spatial distribution by using Sholl analysis (Sholl, 1953). Two representative examples of dendritic trees from control (brown neuron) and deafferented (purple neuron) are shown separately (Fig. 4A) and in their aligned position within a schematic Sholl grid (Fig. 4B). The maximum distance occupied by the trees significantly decreased from 164 ± 6 to 116 ± 7 microns (Fig. 4C; t test, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). The maximum number of branches was concentrated at a radius of 70 microns in the control animals and shifted to a radius of 50 microns in the deafferented animals. This was accompanied by a decrease in the maximum number of branch points from 56 ± 4 at 70 microns in the controls to 40 ± 4 at 50 microns in the deafferented animals. Thus, it seems that the most distal branches from the dendritic root either did not form or were pruned in the deafferented dendritic trees. However, Sholl analysis has been criticized for not discriminating between topologic and metrical aspects of

Fig. 4. Sholl analysis for control and deafferented dendritic trees. A: One reconstructed dendritic tree from a control animal (brown) and one from a deafferented animal (purple) shown separately. B: The two dendritic trees from A represented aligned to their axonal-dendritic junction. In Sholl analysis, the number of branch points is counted within each Sholl sphere (white dashed lines). C: Sholl plot showing the number of branch points (mean ± SE) along the spheres from the center to the periphery. In control dendritic trees (solid line), the peak number of branch points is located at roughly 70 microns and the distribution of branch points ranges from 0 to 170 microns from the center. In deafferented dendritic trees (dashed line), the peak number of branch points is located at roughly 50 microns and the distribution of branch points ranges from 0 to 130 microns from the center. Scale bar = 100 microns in A.
Fig. 5. Four models for dendritic pruning. A: A dendrogram from a control G12 with 271 nodes. B: Branch order distribution of the dendrogram shown in A. C–J: Dendrograms and branch order distributions after pruning 116 nodes from the control dendritic tree in A. C: Terminal dendrites model. A dendrogram of the control dendritic tree after it has been pruned at terminal branches regardless of the branch order hierarchy. D: Branch order distribution of the dendrogram in D (dashed line) vs. control (solid line). E: Full dendrites model. A dendrogram of the control dendritic tree after it has been pruned at distinct dendrites from tip to the root. F: Branch order distribution of the dendrogram in E (dashed line) vs. control (solid line). G: High-order dendrites model. A dendrogram of the control dendritic tree after it has been pruned at high-order branches. H: Branch order distribution of the dendrogram in G (dashed line) vs. control (solid line). I: Distal dendrites model. A dendrogram of the control dendritic tree after it has been pruned at distal branches. J: Branch order distribution of the dendrogram in I (dashed line) vs. control (solid line). Dendrogram scale = 100 microns.
tree structure (Uylings et al., 1986). Therefore, we constructed dendrograms and further analyzed these trees by using segment analysis, which is based on branch order. This analysis allows us to address separately some of the topologic aspects of these trees.

The number of branches in a tree may decrease according to several different models. Figure 5 shows four different possible ways of pruning branches from a control neuron. The corresponding branch order distribution is shown as a graph next to each dendrogram. Thus, Figure 5A and Figure 5B show a dendrogram of a control GI2 from our database and its branch order distribution, respectively. The dendritic tree from Figure 5A has 271 nodes distributed in 23 orders. Four different ways to prune this tree to 155 nodes (a constraint imposed by the morphometric analysis in Fig. 3) are shown in Figure 5C–J. In the first possibility, called terminal dendrites, the control dendritic tree is pruned only at random terminal branches regardless of their branch order (Fig. 5C). Because terminal branches from all orders are pruned, both the peak of the curve and the maximum number of branches will decrease, but the maximum branch order will be only mildly affected (Fig. 5D). In the second possibility called, full dendrites, full dendritic trees (from the tip to the root) are pruned (Fig. 5E). In this case, the maximum number of branches at the peak of the curve will decrease, whereas the maximum branch order will be only mildly affected (Fig. 5F). In the third possibility, called high-order dendrites, high-order branches are pruned (Fig. 5G). This pruning mildly affects the peak of the curve but results in sharp decrease of the maximum branch order (Fig. 5H). Finally, in the fourth possibility, called distal dendrites, most distal branches are pruned from the tree (Fig 5I). Although this model of pruning resembles the high-order dendrites pruning model, the former is based on spatial distance regardless of branch order. This method of pruning will mildly affect the peak of the curve but will result in a substantial decrease in the maximum branch order (Fig. 5J).

The plots of branch order distribution for the control and the deafferented groups are shown in Figure 6A and appear to fit the distal dendrites model. For the lower branch order range (2–8), the frequency of branches is not significantly different between both groups. In addition, the two curves peak at similar branch orders (control, 9th order; deafferented, 8th order). Furthermore, the maximum number of branches is decreased from 40 ± 1 to 34 ± 5 but is not significantly different between the control and the deafferented groups (Fig. 6A; t test; P > 0.05). However, the maximum branch order is significantly decreased from 21 ± 0.9 orders in the controls to 16 ± 1.2 orders in the deafferented dendritic trees (Fig. 6A; t test; P < 0.01). Therefore, the branch order analysis strongly supports the Sholl analysis. Taken together, the Sholl and the branch order analyses suggest that sensory deprivation affects mainly the formation or the maintenance of distal high-order dendritic branches of the dendritic tree of GI2.

**Deafferentation affects neither elongation nor branching**

Dendritic development is eventually a process of elongation and branching (Cline, 2001). Branching of the low-order branches seems to be normal in deafferented animals because the number of branch points is remarkably similar to the controls for the initial branch orders (see left part of the curve in Fig. 6A). To study whether elongation is affected, we compared the segment length of the control and deafferented dendritic trees. Figure 6B shows the segment length distribution at different branch orders for the control (squares) and the deafferented (open squares) dendritic trees. A comparison between the two groups across the same branch order range (orders 2–19), revealed no significant differences (ANOVA, P > 0.05). These results show that the deafferented dendritic trees developed normally at lower branch orders and suggests that, in this region of the tree, the innate capacity of the GIs to elongate and branch is not affected by afferent input.

Finally, we analyzed the topologic structure of the control and deafferented trees by calculating the tree asymmetry of the whole trees. Tree asymmetry values of the control dendritic trees (0.56 ± 0.04) were not significantly different from the values of the deafferented dendritic trees (0.52 ± 0.04) (t test; P > 0.05).
DISCUSSION

In this work, we explored the effects of sensory input deprivation on the dendritic geometry of an identified neuron. Our results indicate that the axonal terminals of sensory afferent neurons mostly affect development of high-order distal dendritic segments, with little effect on the lower order proximal dendritic segments. This result suggests that interactions between pre- and postsynaptic neurons play a specific regulatory role in the formation or maintenance of high-order distal dendritic branches of the GIs’ trees.

Role of afferent innervation on dendritic formation

At the single cell level, a detailed quantitative analysis of the effects of afferent input on dendritic tree maturation has been performed on neurons characterized by a relatively simple dendritic geometry. One example is the identified Mauthner neurons of developing amphibians whose dendritic tree branch only two to three orders. In the Mauthner cell, deafferentation reduces, whereas supra-innervation enhances dendritic growth specifically in the deprived region (Goodman and Model, 1988). In addition, incoming axons stimulate dendritic growth in an activity independent manner (Goodman and Model, 1980). Another example is the early dendritic development of hippocampal neurons. Dendritic branch formation is induced by afferent innervation in vitro by means of both activity-dependent and activity-independent mechanisms (Kossel et al., 1997). Like for the Mauthner neuron, the effect is region specific because the effect of the afferents is observed only on dendrites, which established contact with the afferents. In that respect (in the case of G12), it is possible that cerical afferents in G12 do not establish synapses with this region of the tree because identified dendrite number 3 did not change after deafferentation. Jacobs and Theunissen (2000) recently have shown spatial segregation of input on the dendritic tree of a GI whereby different regions of the tree receive inputs from different sets of cercal afferents. Our results support the idea that there is such a functional partition of afferent input on the dendritic arbor of G12.

In crickets, sensory deprivation induces dendritic growth of the medial dendrites and a concomitant decrease of the lateral dendrites of an auditory interneuron (Hoy et al., 1985). G12, like most GIs, has small contralateral dendrites branches that sprout from the link segment in the contralateral portion of the neuropile (Daley et al., 1981). These short and mostly unbranched dendrites receive subthreshold afferent input from a few columns of hair located on the contralateral cercus (Daley and Camhi, 1988). When the ipsilateral cercus is ablated, the input from the contralateral cercus is enhanced (Volman and Camhi, 1988; Volman, 1989). To examine whether the morphology of these contralateral dendrites is affected by amputation of the ipsilateral cercus, we reconstructed these small dendrites in a few deafferented and control G12s. Morphometric analysis shows no obvious differences between the two groups of cells. The number of contralateral dendrites per neuron, total length, total surface area, and total volume were not significantly different between the control and experimental groups (data not shown). This finding suggests that the change in the efficacy of the contralateral input after long-term deafferentation is not correlated with structural changes of the postsynaptic dendritic targets.

Analysis of dendritic branching

Given that metrics and topology are different aspects of tree structure they must be analyzed separately (Uylings et al., 1986). The interpretation of Sholl analysis is limited, because this analysis does not discriminate between these two aspects of tree structure. In the present study, we examine separately both the metric and the topologic properties of the dendritic trees of GIs. The branch order analysis complements the results of the Sholl analysis in that it suggests that changes are indeed confined to the distal branches of the deafferented tree rather than lower order branches. The deafferented dendritic tree is neither a shrunken version of the adult neuron nor does it seem to be topologically reorganized as depicted by the similar tree asymmetries.

Morphologically, dendritic trees expand by both elongation of the dendritic segments and branching. Neuronal branching can occur by formation of new branches at the terminals and/or by preterminal branching (Acebes and Ferrus, 2000). Are either of these growth mechanisms affected by the absence of afferent input? Although modern imaging techniques have been used to identify modes of growth (Dailey and Smith, 1996; Wu et al., 1999), these techniques are difficult to implement on a long time scale. In our work, we can only speculative as to whether deafferentation affects elongation, bifurcation, or interstitial branching. However, our quantitative analyses indicate a high degree of structural similarity between controls and the deafferented trees at lower branch orders. Thus, it seems that neither elongation nor branching is significantly affected at lower branch orders. Rather, the effect of deafferentation is confined to a specific periphery of the dendritic arbor without affecting the intrinsic mechanisms of formation of the core of the dendritic arbor.

Role of synaptic activity on the development of dendrites

Axonal navigation and appropriate synaptic connection can be precisely achieved at initial stages of development in an activity-independent manner. Knockout mice completely lacking neurotransmitter secretion develop normal layered structures, normal fiber pathways, and morphologically defined synapses (Verhage et al., 2000). Thus, the initial assembly of neuronal circuitry seems activity independent, whereas neuronal (and synaptic) maintenance appears to be activity dependent. For instance, synaptic input is closely linked to structural stability of dendrites in the somatosensory barrel cortex (Wallace and Fox, 1999; Lendvai et al., 2000). Thus, as a general rule, synaptic activity is critical at later stages of development where it refines and stabilizes existing connections (for review see also Goodman and Shatz, 1993; Katz and Shatz, 1996; Tessier-Lavigne and Goodman, 1996). It seems that the cockroach central nervous system obeys a similar rule of wiring, as functional synapses between the sensory axons and the GIs form before the onset of afferent activity (Blagburn et al., 1996). In addition, synaptic activity has been shown to be important in the enhancement of the excitability of deafferented GIs but had little effect on the excitability in the nondeafferented GIs (Vol-
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man and Camhi, 1988). This finding suggests that the absence of synaptic activity has little consequence on the fine dendritic architecture of the GIs, whereas deafferentation does.

Role of environmental factors in the development of dendrites

In addition, a dimensional constraint may be induced by the change in the volume of the neuropile. Estimation of the volumetric change of the neuropile of deafferented cerebral system of crickets has shown a correlation between the scaling down of the neuropile and the shortening of the dendrites (Murphey et al., 1975). However, the possibility of a causal link between changes in the dimensions of the neuropile and dendritic trees is unlikely for the following two reasons. First, we have found no correlations between the size of the ganglion and the size of dendritic trees of specific GIs (Mizrahi et al., 2000). Second, the present study shows that different dendrites of GI2 are selectively affected to a different extent one of which appears to develop to full size (Fig. 3B). Given these results, the decrease in dendritic size is unlikely to be due to shrinkage of the neuropile.

To conclude, dendritic tree maturation of the GIs is regulated by extrinsic (environmental) as well as intrinsic (genetic) factors. In the cerebral system, intrinsic factors might govern the basic (lower order) branching pattern of the dendritic tree, whereas extrinsic factors might play an important role in the formation or maintenance of the distal higher order branches. In addition, the ability of neurons to branch and elongate appears to be, at least, to some extent, innate because it is not affected by deafferentation.
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